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when we first learnt of the distinctive 3-d brass, we were very impressed, and we think this instrument really captures the rickenbacker essence. we think that the combination of the satin brass, 3-d brass, and the unique octave synth sound of the
rickenbacker bass, creates an instrument that is unlike anything else. the second layer of the instrument is the inclusion of 3-d brass and the unique octave synth sound of the rickenbacker bass, creating an instrument that is unlike anything else. the
first layer of the instrument is the inclusion of 3-d brass, brass, and the unique octave synth sound of the rickenbacker bass. additionally, all of the other aspects of the instrument are worthy of mention: the 3-d brass pickups are included on both the

neck and bridge, and the synthetic strings are included in the fretboard, as well as an additional set of stereo outputs to capture the sound of the rickenbacker bass in its most authentic form. this instrument has been recorded using the native
instruments rack extension system, and all the patches are in the kontakt player version 5.5. but this instrument can be exported to kontakt player 5.4 and earlier. all patches can be exported to a kontakt 5. the scarbee rickenbacker bass is based on
the rickenbacker 4003 launched in 1980 as the successor to the 4001, which has been in continuous use since 1960. already known as the mix sitter against the backdrop of a guitar wall, the 4003 has dramatically improved sound quality. the bass

response of the 4001 pickup delivers the balanced tonal response for which it is renowned. the crisp, thunderous sound of this bass has been immortalized on some of the most successful rock and pop albums in historical past and is now at your
fingertips.
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there are plenty of music instruments apps on the market,
and the choice can get overwhelming. if you are new to the

world of kontakt, you could easily get lost. that’s why we
have compiled a list of essential apps to keep you rocking
for longer. these apps cover the whole range from acoustic
instruments like guitar and bass, to electronic, orchestral,
and even vst plugins for other audio software. some are

free and some are only for demo purposes. for those who
love the rickenbacker sound, you can now get scarbee as a
kontakt instrument. scarbee has been conceived with the
same best-in-class approach as scarbee funk guitarist and

scarbee mm bass, the only real additive instruments
scarbee has to offer. like scarbee, this instrument is based
on the worlds highest-quality sampled instruments. it will

allow you to play your favourite rickenbacker recording the
best way you imagine. you can also download
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